Introduction
The problem of attenuation of multiples is of permanent interest for theoreticians as well as for practical geophysicists (e.g. 1]). Classical approaches to suppression of multiples exploit a well-seen self-repetition of wave-forms, resulting in a rather high correlation of primaries and respective multiples (coherent-, or waveform preserved-, reverberations). In a routine processing of marine data it gives a good result, when the multiples are associated mainly with the water-layer reverberations in a locally 1D-environment, with a fairly simple layering of a sea-bed. Multiple Suppression via Envelopes (let us call it MSvE), exposed here, aims to deal with elimination of multiples which are incoherent, albeit well-seen, with primaries. Losses of coherency can be of di erent physical grounds, while the relevant statistical aspects are general for the transition: wave/transfer phenomena. The coherency losses can be associated, e.g., with dispersion, absorption, with thin-layer slabs forming a sea-oor, lateral variation of layering or inhomogeneities, traps and so forth, i.e. these e ects are highly expectable at the most of geological regions of interest. We utilize the fact that despite the phase portrait of multiples can be drastically destroyed, they can be still well-seen as a self-repetition of envelope-forms. Statistical estimation/extraction of primaries is based therefore upon low-frequency components of envelopes induced by multiples. Because of the non-stationarity of the time series/records the relevant mask-lter is constructed directly in the -domain. The strategy of MSvE is analogous to that one of predictive deconvolution: " nd self-repetitions of records", but utilizes properly evaluated low-frequency envelope-forms of the time series, not the wave-forms themselves, besides the relevant prediction-error lter is of non-Wiener design, which we elaborated earlier for elimination of coherent multiples 5]. In its turn the envelopes are the result of a few-parameter transform based on statistical interpretation of a pulse propagation in a deterministic media of an intricate layered structure. MSvE yields a fast and robust way to detect self-repetitions for the records of strong interference and thus to attenuate multiples: eliminating from an envelope such energetic wavelets which rehashes the envelope itself, we get a relative mask-lter in a ?domain. A few comments, conclusion, discussion
Multiple Suppression via Envelopes (MSvE)
The elaborated algorithm of MSvE is of very low computational costs (a few seconds per 100 traces on a HP PC), acts in a fully automatic mode (all of parameters involved are self-adaptive), robust (see, e.g., Fig.  2 : despite every trace was processed quite independently, there is no continuity loss in the p-direction Fig.   2 , Right ), and, hopefully, it is feasible for development and implementation into processing practice. We introduced the energetic envelope transform (EET) in 3] to avoid, say so, the very sophisticated problem of a "ray-path" interpretation of coda in seismological records, under uncertainties in a lithosphere model. Due to autoscaling of wave phenomena there are lots of similarities in the seismic exploration. The design of EET is based on a so called di usion regularization, which we introduced in 4]. Di usion regularization admits to interpret a time series as a random realization of a relevant di usion process. In this abstract we omit details of EET-operator E design and give just the relevant criterion:
Tr 
where r stands for the derivative with respect to , the exponential operator e r 2 itself represents the convolution with a Gaussian curve, and is a "parameter of di usion": the less is a coherence the larger should be . The operator E is a Toeplitz one, thus EET is reduced to a convolution, and the Eq.1 can be rewritten in a form:
where is a convolution, and e de nes the relevant weighting function used for averaging in Eq. 
wherew ? is an output of the 1st step, and T stands for the shift of = 0 : "reduction to the sea-oor".
The 2nd order operator allows us to eliminate intrabed multiples (example is given with Fig.1, D ! F. ).
The strategy of Multiple Suppression via Envelope does not assume that a seismic trace can be always represented as a result of interference of a few time/ -shifted given wave-forms: even when it is true, it is hard to detect the necessary parameters under uncertainties in a medium models. Sure, it is possible to estimate the parameters when the model is given, but then the goal of the multiple suppression problem becomes rather questionable, does not it?
